HIST 102HH, Summer Session B
HYDRAULIC HISTORIES

• Where Does Your Water Come From?
  ○ Did you know that water in southern California comes from sources hundreds of miles away?
  ○ Learn about how the history of water in California is tied to the history of water in Egypt.

• Have Engineers Conquered the Nile and the Colorado Rivers?
  ○ Dams, canals, and aqueducts radically transformed these rivers and the desert regions they traverse.
  ○ Both rivers are now experiencing water shortages.

• History with Digital Mapping Tools!
  ○ Learn ArcGIS, a mapping program used by over 50 thousand companies!
  ○ Explore fascinating archives, historical maps, and images from California and Egypt!

Scholarships available!
For more information, visit:
https://www.summer.ucsb.edu/courses/course-spotlight/creative-computing
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Email: anthonygreco@ucsb.edu